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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1915.
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It was also announced that the bookTO
MOVEMENT
Colonel J. D. Sena spoke at length let on the Santa Fe climate is ready
would be the subject of further in- - now held by the federals in the state. PLAN A
ed States in the case of the United the noted chief delivered a message
"
cm rv. with the possibility mat tne ueuerai
concerning the payment of dues and for the press and that the cuts for
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cealed.
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nominations to take the place of hoard- farWashington,
Australia, Miss Edith M. Graham Ino and its citizens, the statements waB dedicated in connection with the with more severely than those who of the members of the chamber of
Felix Diaz Arrives.
ed silver. The paper is circulating at
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arrived today In Takoma Park, a
commerce already advertised in the
Vera Cruz, Oct. 22. The steamship ; par, according to state officials.
committee re- magazine and that there was no reaurb to organize for the Seventh Day to go uncorrected. Accordingly I,
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replies
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ST.
part
represented
adequately
EAST
AT
Paris, Oct. 22. The French govinvolved.
Meanwhile,
tion: "The publicity committee does trains, was taken up. But the railroad
vate individuals or local or municl- ernment today ordered the armored
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not
feel justified in recommending to seems to have forestalled the action
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for
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in
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Duke,
Brest. France, Oct. 22. The French Duke,
was returned spring were returned by the grand
Davis, an indictment
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armored cruiser Conde was ordered manufacturer, was arraigned on a WILSON SIGNS URGENT
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Colonists' Tickets.
opportunity to state his views to the
DEFICIENCY MEASURE upon the Santa Clara Pueblo grant, charges of municipal irregularities..
today to take on board ammunition charge of manslaughter today in the
chamber on October
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Twenty-eigh- t
and coal and proceed as quickly as pos- superior court and was given until
persons were indicted, meeting of the
Messrs. Renehan and Wright were re- lis doing to get users of colonists' tick- sible to Mexico.
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(Continued on page 8).
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jTwitchellrternal revenue.
jcity council of 1912.
(Continued on page three).
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RANGE

MAY CAUSE

First

In

THE

NIGH

PRICE

THE PRESIDENT

DESTRUCTION

OF

BEEF

WALL STREET

CAUSED

BY

WHICH WILL WINCURRENCY

New Cranberries!

IN

TO MEET

HAVE

BEEN

THE

MADE

TO

THE TROUBLE.

PHONE 65 MAIN.

WOOCJ

AND RETAI L
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
WOOD
SAWED
CERRILLOS LUMP
WOOD
CORD
COAL
STEAM
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T & S. F. Railroad Depot.

etstCt'hf

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'The West Point of the Southw est.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
the beautitui Peooi
Valley. 8,700 feet above sea level,
uoshlne every day. Open air
work throughout the entire sesConditions tor physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
Located

In

:

Regents

E. A. CAHOON, President.
t
J. E. RHEA,

Li

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POB, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
oata-agur For particulars and Illustrated
address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Supt.

faalfMsMfaBBaBaW
& RIO GRANDE

DENVER

THE

MISSOURI-PACIF-

RAILROAD

RAILWAY

IC

CO.

l

CO.

& SOUTHERN CO.

ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN
WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY

CO.

SHORTEST LINE TO
DrNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made

POINTS

FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN

TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern high-claservice provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Mountain.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n
ss

THROUGH LINE

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
o :
nn.,n Mr R in Grande- -

Koval
w..i...
.
it toi.i -- " j River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
Gorge-Feath-

he

--

er

FOR INFORMATION

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,'N.

M.

IS

AGE

IN

STATES-MEN- S'.

granting grazing permits
u.iahil tn use the national
for range. Hy limning n
(number of cattle and sheep to the
amount which the range in the forests
lis capable of supporting, the forest
Uervice has been able to conserve
and improve the range and now the
the
admit
cattlemen themselves
value of the policy.
But western politicians, using me
cry of 'states rights' have so far been
able to defeat the application of the
same principle to the public range
outside the forests. In 1908, the
Burkett bill was drawn and introduced in congress for the purpose of
regulating the use of the public graz
but
ing lands. Hearings were had,
the bill made no progress. Last year
there was introduced in the house
the Lever bill (drawn by the national
for the
association)
conservation
same purpose.
"The bill provided that the secretary of agriculture should have the
right to classify unappropriated public lauds as grazing lands, and to es
tablish grazing districts reserved for
that purpose, which should be grazed
under permit at a nominal charge.
The bill also had this feature ; it provided that, just as on the national forests, the stockmen should have a cooperative organization in each grazing district which should help to regulate the apportionment of the range
and also act in an advisory capacity
as to its regulation. The bill also
provided that the U. S. bureau of
plant industry should make studies
with a view to improving the range.
"But enough opposition developed
to defeat the bill. As a result the
public ranges have remained unregulated. Long abuse has impoverished
them until they are now capable o(
supporting only about half the cattle
they did formerly. In consequence the
number of beef cattle has decreased,
with resulting high prices to the consumer of beef. Besides carrying more
cattle and sheep per acre than the adjoining public range, the national forest range also shows Its superiority
in another fashion. Cattle from forest ranges are so fat and desirable
that they can be picked out from othier cattle at the stockyards, and they
bring much higher prices.
"That the stock raisers themselves
are in favor of public regulation of
the range is proved by the fact that
'The American National Livestock
Association,' which Includes within
its organization big and little cattlemen from all over the United States,
has endorsed the Lever bill. The opposition of selfish politicians who oppose any extension of government
power alone has served to prevent its
Their excuse for opposenactment.
ing it is that 'it will prevent
But the very terms of the
their argument. The
bill destroy
one thing most carefully guarded
against is any restriction on
i

j

i

The population of the United States
today is more than a hundred million
souls. When the enumerators of the
last census took their count on April
the United
15, 1910, there were in
Slates 93.402,151 people. The rate of
r
population increase for the
period from 1900 to 1910 was exactly
If onYy the same rate of
21 per cent.
this
increase has been maintained
would mean an increase In the three
and a half years since the census
was taken of 7.3o per cent, i ne in- crease at this rate for the three and a
to G.ICo.OaS
years would amount
.
i i; ... - e
oi
a
total
population
giving
persons,
the United Slates on October 13, 1013.
ten-yea-

of 100,207,209.

One very good reason why congressmen are anxious for nn adjournment
has nothing to do with the insidious
banker's lobby which may or may not
be interested in delaying the currency
bill.
The reason is mileage just
plain, congressional, graft mileage
at the substantial rate of 20 cents a
mile.
If the Bpecial session should run
into the regular December session,
congressmen would all lose this juicyanxperquisite and few of them are
ious to see it happen. Congressmen,
unlike other government employes, do
not get the actual amount which it
costs them to travel they get about
The amount in
five times as much.
che case of congressmen who live at
some distance from the capital is considerable, and is regarded as one of
the perquisites of the position. These
"travel allowances" are only made at
the adjournment and convening of a
a
session, and unless there is at least
recess between the present and coming session long enough to permit
members constructively at least to
return home and get back to the capital again, no mileage will be forth"Of course cheaper cattle raising coming.
does not necessarily mean cheaper
Interstate Commerce Commissioner
prices to the consumer. So long as
A. Vrouty Is about to resign
Charles
of
hands
in
the
rests
price control
to take up the work of valin
order
conof
methods
other
the beef trust
the
railways of the United
must
consumers
to
uing
trolling the price
be
The
on
States.
position will probablyFar-relbeef
of
be used. But the raising
the hoof at a moderate price depends filled by the appointment of Pat
who for years has been solicitor
very greatly on the abundance and
Farrell Is in
quality of the range and this in turn to the commission. Mr.
does depend on its regulated use. Oth- full accord with the policies of the
er problems connected with the high commission as they have been formucost of meat can be taken up when lated by Prouty and his appointment,
the country is ready to take them up." would insure the continuation of
these policies.
State of Ohio, city ot Toledo, Lucas
If you wear wooden shoes they are
county, as.
Frank J. Cheney maKes oath that he probably made from beech wood. The
is senior partne. of the firm of F. J. V. S. forest service declare that
use
Cheney & Co., doing business in the beech Is the favorite material for
manubounty and State in making wooden shoes, the
City of Toledf
aforesaid, antf inat satd firm will pay facture of which has reached consider
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL- - able proportions in the United States
LARS for each and every case of Ca in reont vears. Wooden shoes cost,
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use according to the department's bulle
nu
of HALL'S CATARRH CURB.
tin, from 60 to 75 cents a pair
FRANK J. CHENEY.
last two years. They are used prinSworn to before me and sub.wtbed cipally by persons whose employment
in my presence, this 6th day ot De- necessitates them working in cold or
wet places, as tanneries, breweries,
cember, A. D. 1SSC.
A. W. GLEASON,
and livery stables, and also by work(Seal.)
ers in steel mills and glass factories
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Intern- who have to walk on hot grates or
use
ally and acts directly upon the blood floors. Farmers, too, sometimes
and mucous surfaces of the system. wooden shoes.
Send for testimonials, free.
Hew
Subscribe for the Banta
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
Take Hall's Family Pills tor con- - the time and works for the upouil
stltation.
lug ot our nw Stat.
.

LA.

C.

HUGHES,

President.

L

POLLARD,

R.

J.

CRICHTON,

Manager

Secretary.

&

Treasurer.
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Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUAE-TEH-

FOB

S

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
BuildShingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and
ing Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS The FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

f

T

Your Business Solicited.'

Phone 100 and 15 W. ;

r;

Fool of Montezuma Ave.

"

lb.

GENERAL STORE

GORMLEY'S

PHONE

LIGHT
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHElectricity plays a most important part.
The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance oi the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth

IN

s

father, mother and children. Oood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

desired.

POWER

Washington, Oct. 22. Active preparations by Argentine to take
diate advantage of the free beef clause
the new tariff law, and send to the
i uuea states large
shipments of beef,
were reported by Dr. A. D. Melvin,
chief of animal industry, who has just
returned from South America.
He
ade the trip to study meat packing
and inspecting conditions in Argentina,
Uruguay and Brazil.
nr. Melvin was not ready to say
whether the Argentine beef could
compete with the American product.
He said it was a significant fact, how- ever, that a big steamship line, oper
ating between the Unted States and
the east coast of South America, had
installed large refrigerating spaces for

if

j

N

MARBLE

VENSUS

CAUSES
TROUBLE.

San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 22. The
s
is a marble
latest in
slaute of Venus, which is the center
of a court dispute between Dr. C. A.
The
Nahl and his former sister-in-laof
statue reposed In the drawing-rooVirgil Nahl and his wife Josephine
for 13 years. They were divorced. Later
Dr. C. A. Nahl, brother of Virgil claimed the statue from Josephine. She how
ever, refused to return it unless paid
$135 for the care of the expensive
Dr. C. A. Nahl now de
mands $100 for the use and pleasure
Josephine had had from the statue.
trouble-maker-

Hy

tr

Ele
ed rooms.
v
for you
day and n
mation chei

'

.i

y, your washer
i cool the heat- every thing
oonable rates,
and full Infor- -

SANTA FE
j

CORRICK LIVERY BARix
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

CLARK TAKES SLY
RAP AT WILLIE B.
gov-ha-

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
to use, your toasted
id breakfast, your vac lip

--

Hannibal, Mo., Oct. 22. An office
llol(er receives money from the
ernment for performing his duties and
then leaves his post of duty to make
money on the lecture platform is seemingly dishonest, according to Speaker
Champ Clark. Unable to attend the
Upper Mississippi River Improvement
Association meeting here because of
official duties. Mr. Clark sent a letter
to Thomas Wilkinson, president
of
the association, in session here, in
which he says:
"It would give me a great deal of
pleasure to attend your convention on
the 15th and Kith of October, but
there is not any chance that congress
will adjourn by that time, and I cannot leave here while congress is in
session. The Democrats have twice
elected me to the highest honor they
have to bestow, and I do not think
that I should leave my official duties
so long as the house is in session.
"I say no word in criticism of other
people in like cases, but it Beems to
me to be dishonest for a person to receive money from a government for
performing his official duties and then
to leave his post of duty to make money on the lecture platform.

SO CONVEN

IS QUITE

OTHINQ

ar

beef.

Argentina and Uruguay, Dr. Melvin
siad, have good meat inspection laws
He is preparing a report for Secretary
Houston, covering his investigation,
which will embrace any recommenda
tions he has to make as to dealing
vith meat from South America.
Figures issued today by the bureau
of domestic and foreign commerce
show that, whereas the United States
exported $44,000,000 worth of beef
and beef cattle in the first eight
months of 1904, during the corresponding period this year only $1,000,000
worth have been shipped abroad.

ODS,

for

FREE BEEF FROM
S. AMERICA IS
ALMOST HERE

Eventually the tinted Mates
pretty sure to recognize the present -

revolutionary element as the const)tutional government in Mexico. For
weeks the drift has been toward this
result. In fact, many weeks ago il
was stated in this column that Presi
dent Wilson was willing to get Into
touch with the Carranza group. Every
thing since then has tended to flis
credit and break down the Huerta
elementi The United States had not
intermeddled. There have been no
threats, nothing but moral suasion,
but our sympathies have been manifestly toward the constitutionalists,
and with the people fighting to restore the land to the peons and to
break up the monopoly of foreign ex
ploitation. Much help will be accord
ed the revolutionists if their belligerency is recognized. This would enable them to Import arms and an
and would help them in raising
money to carry on the war.

"
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Food
and
Stock
Poultry
Composed Iff I QC
fuif
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,
$l''v pCl vlH.
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per

$2.50
.05
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Meat,

half-sick-

Pin-eho-

CAPITAL COAL YARD

MEXICO

REVOLUTIONISTS

RECOGNIZED-MILE-

(Stuff Correspondence to the Daily
MIND,
j
New Mexican.)
22.-- That
Washington, D. C. Oct.
as
the destruction of the public range
(By Gilson Gardner.)
a result or unregulated use by cattle
I). C, Oct. 22. Wall
Washington,
deor the president which will
and sheep men, resulting in a
street
creased number of cattle, may have win?
something to do with the high pricet
That is the situation as to the curof beef is the opinion of Gifford
rency bill. The United States senate
inauguforester,
chief
as
who,
on has always been Wall street's strongrated the system of grazing leases
hold.
Special privilege senators are
1906.
in
forests
the national
to be found on both sides of the party
the
for
reason
"One very important
cat- line and they render faithful service
decrease in the number of beef
the to their masters. O'Gorman is such.
"is
Pinchot
today,
Mr.
tle," said
con- As a Tammany senator, who was a
is
range
fact that the public
capacity Tammany judge, he is a Tammany
stantly decreased in carrying use
and lawyer! The first thing he did when
owing to its unregulated
the
abuse. Vast areas of lands which he came to Washington, leaving
were covered with high bench to become senator, was to hang
cattle arelout his shingle as a lawyer soliciting
grass suitable for grazing
Wall street's business. Evidently he
now practically desert, uecuu
have been over grazed, and because got it. He is the man who is now
the range has been destroyed by put- making most trouble for the Wilson
in the administration.
He is a bad actor in
ting cattle on it too early
the young every way and will bear watching.
spring, thus rutting up
of Wilson's
grass and preventing its growth.
If any endorsement
"That the unreguuueu um ui
were needed to
legislation
currency
is
is slowly deMroying it,
commend It to popular confidence.
bv the fact lhat on the national Nelson W. Aldrich,
has
f,.cta the number Of StoC'KM- is uen.f. eiven it. He has denounced the bill in
gradually !'
unmeasured terms. It stands to rea
"f lange
I. decreasinB on the
fee a
Tuh: pE"Tt
-tty
good WI. or the people.

PHONE 40.
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Oyster Shells,
Meat Scraps,
Ground Charcoal,

Children love this "fruit laxative,"
and nothing else cleanses the tender
stomach, live and bowels so nicely.
A child simply will not stop playing
to empty the bowels, and the result Is,
they become tightly clogged with
waste, liver gets sluggish, stomach
sours, then your little one becomes
,
cross,
feverish, don't eat,
sleep or act naturally, breath is bad,
system full of cold, has sore throat,
stomach-achor diarrhoea. Listen,
Votber! See if tongue is coated, then
give a teaspoonful of "California
Syrup of Figs," and In a few hours all
he constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the sys-- l
m, and you have a well, playful
l.ild again.
Millions of mothers give "California
Firup of Figs'' because it is perfectly
harmless; children love it, and it
never fails to act on the stomach, liver
vnd bowels.
Ask your druggist for a 50 cent bot-t- l
of "California Syrup of Figs,"
which, has full directions for babies,
children of all ages and for grown-upplainly printed on the bottle. Beware
oi' counterfeits sold here. Get the genuine, made by "California Fig Syrup
Company." Refuse any other kind
with contempt.

BILL

22, 1913.

EGG PRODUCERS
cwt.
Green Cut Bone and
$3.50

If Tongue Is Coated
Cleanse Little Bowels With "California Syrup of Figs."

Look Mother!

IT

THE UNREGULATED USE OF THE GREAT
RANGES-EFF-

IF CHILD IS CROSS,
FEVERISH AND SICK

OR

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

Buggies and 5addlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

DON GASPER ST.

10--

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

6(47.
Next

Day or Night Phone, IJO Main.

Door

ASK FOR TICKETS

to Postofflce.

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific
Goast, via NEW MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

East
.Wfey
Best
Mor
West
Route
Sg3F
The

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Aft., EI Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,

For quick results,
little "WANT."
Coffee
As a chaser of fatigue
and depression, nothing
known to science is at
and
once so effective
harmless as a cup of good
coffee.
Good coffee.

Good cof-

fee.
Moneyback coffee needs
to be extra good. Money-bacmeans Schilling's
Best.

A

II

SlebcVKraicke

U

Yj

a lb.

cans,
cleanly granuated;

aroma-tigh-

t

ever-fres-

40c

"Elastic" Bookcase

l
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i
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A Desk Unit with few or
many Book Units ss doited.
The only perfect combbuuioa
dtik nd

Ifr

l

phonr
bBaLCrtiUoi
ua about It.

bjeevgde.

V

CO.

raSjfSSj
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Educational council'. Is a member ot
tional schools, principals, superintend-- j education in the Puiversity of
and that as such wards, congress had
In connection with
the National Council of Education, the
this
NEWMEXICOEDUCATORS
school
of
amljm'sseo;
members
boards,
as
them
power to legislate concerning
Southern Educational board, Rockefelparents are invited to attend this: lion as professor of (ho science mid ler
it did in the enabling act. lint that
Sanitary commission, American
are
two
of
The
reKailroad
be
rates
will
the decision affects the. status of
teaching.
positions
meeting.
PLAN BIG MEETING
School Peace League, etc. From 1S90
It
is
American citizens, whether of
that
and
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and would be three times the size of the regular standard magazine.
Then, remember that The Chicago Sunday Tribune costs less than
of what you pay for three magazines.
But, never did any ten magazines offer you such a galaxy of headliners.
Look through the pages of the leading magazines, compare their authors
and artists with those of The Chicago Sunday Tribune, and satisfy yourself
on this point.
In addition to the contributions of this
cast of writers and artists
in every Issue of The Chicago Sunday Tribune, you get fifty to sixty feature
articles by from fifty to sixty writers whose words are an admitted authority
upon the themes on which they write; every Item of interest worth printing
from every spot on the globe the cream of the world's doings, both in our
own America and foreign lands, furnished by every reliable
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'
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It was a result of this
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Imathews may be matched
for bout at albuquerque.
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MIKE BACA TO FIGHT
WITH BATTLING

PHILOSOPHV OF
THE CABBAGE PATCH

'
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22, 1913.

MINING CONGRESS

FATHERS BLUE SKY LAW.

at ease than before, I returned to my
hammock to woo a little further
sleep.
We were astir early next morning
and after loading the curial
continued our way. As we ascended the
river the jungle roof grew higher and Director Mark Levy' of
Mex- higher, and its foliage displayed a :lco Athletic club and it is hoped that
.
- jiia v ,
. a,
charming variety of evervv shade.!.
no u mo
from the lightest 10 1118 ClalTieSl lr0l,0rt !,
MatTinua
trmiollt
is
Igreen. uccau'.onally a giant mora Raid to be verv fast and unite a
jtree, overtowering the roof of the strong fighter. He came out of his
jungle, stood out in grand magnifi- r'ght with O'Rourke with only one
cence.
scratch on him, where, it is stated, he
For four days we continued on was butted by O'Rourke.
through this delightful waterway, so
Levy hopes to be able to arrange
rich with medley of sigh and sound.
match for Benny Chaves of Trini- At times we stopped to shoot a few
muscovy ducks, which were frequent- -- esday night with his manager. Lew-ly met with, and now and then I would U Newman, on the way to Los Angeles
go a short distance into the jungle to
hnre Chaves is to fight Eddy Campi
bag a few "Maam
properly called , f yew York. Newman has wired that
"Tinamou," which are birds about the i, ilopes a meeting here can be fixed
Size Of a Chicken and make a Very ,i:n fnr the near future for the TVInirind
savory dish.

ILLUSTRATED.

PLAYS

AMERICAN

OCTOBER

"BACK TO THE LAND"
MOVEMENT IN ENGLAND
Swindon, England, Oct. 22. ChanPierce Mathews who Monday night
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 22. A com-'dre- cellor of the Exchequer Lloyd George,
an even decision with O'Rourke mittee to draft a tentative "blue sky" this afternoon gave further details of
before the Santa Fe Fight club, ar- bill for presentation to the legislatures 'the government's Land campaign. He
rived in Albuquerque' yesterday morn- - of all the states and to congress is pro-in-g said again that it was his object to
and is likely to be matched forjyided for in a resolution adopted to-- ' "free British land from landlordism
a battle here, either with Stanley j day by the American 11 ining congress. 'and get the people back on it." He
Yoakum. Harry, Schafer,
or Harry The resolution Btated that an investi- added:
"The two purposes which the libjMantell, of Brooklyn, who is now in gation of the present "blue sky" laws
jE iaso. next Saturday niaht npronl- - show
many of them to have the "ear- eral government has set for itself ara
to attract and retain the rural populaing to the Albuquerque Herald.
marks of politics."
Mathews is spending the day with
we tion on the land and to devise means
This. ' the resolution, states,

portin
THE

WEDNESDAY,

TOGO

and trust' that members o'f
... una
L,deplore,
,. .. Jl win, enueavor to raise
una
Doay
igislation to the high standard to
$hich it is entitled, so that it will
Dive fajr- protection to the investor
id
assUtanqe to the legitimate
id honest promoter."
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THREE PRIVATE8 KILLED

,

BY BOLT OF LIGHTNING
Houston, .Tex., Oct. 22. Lightning
struck a column of the Sixth United
,

,

be-jp- f

States cavalry marching between TexNEGRO QUESTION UP FOR
DEBATE THIS AFTERNOON. as City and Galveston today, killing
Privates Monroe, Morris, and John
Zinimer.
Yt- N'
nine
22The
New,
The regiment was enroute to Galquestion of negro representa- -

f.

""Pa

was tne
legislation lO De
dealt with this afternoon by the general convention of the Protestant Episcopal church. The outlook was for a
stormy meeting of an hour's duration
in the lower house and for an unlimited debate in the house of bishops.
Both houses must concur in legislation before the present status of negro
communicants can be changed. At
present the negro membership is under the direction of white diocesan
bishops.
uu"

" l"e

uuiuuialluillK

"UU8.e

ul

lupiu Ul

veston for target practice. The bolt
struck the wagon train, with which
the three men were detailed. Many
soldiers were severely shocked and
j scores of horses
and mules knocked
flat.

PROGRESSIVE CANDIDATE
WITHDRAWS FROM RACE.
Superior, Wis., Oct. 22 Martin
Pattison of Superior formally withdrew as the Progressive party's candidate for governor today. Mr. Pattison was selected as the party's candidate at a conference of state leaders
held this spring.
APPEAL
FOR
STRIKERS
The letter of withdrawal repeated
ARBITRATION
OF STRIKE his faith in the Progressive
party,
Calumet, Mich., Oct. 22. The West-- business reasons being given as the
em Federation of Miners has appealed cause of his unwillingness to give his
to the people of the strike district to- time at present to politics.
with it in helping to bring
PROSECUTION RESTS IN '
the conflict to an end.
EATON MURDER TRIAL
H points out that weeks ago ft' ofPlymouth, Mass., Oct. 22. The prosfered to arbitrate and let Secretary of
Labor Wilson or President Wilson ap- ecution rested late today in the case
Mrs. Jennie M. Eaton ,who is on
point the chairman, but that the oper of
ators have not responded. Now it asks trial here for the murder of her husthe public to demand that the mining band, Rear Admiral Joseph G. Eaton,
The state occupied five
companies show a like disr 'ion to by poison.
and days in the presentation of evidence.
bring about industrial
to
recognize the right o
organize, as operat
done to fight the

Arrangements were completed Tues
day morning between Vicente
"O Lord, whatever happens,
loya, Nick Cordova and Mike Baca,
of Santa Fe, for a boxing contest to be
me from gettin' sour."
in .this city on November 4 in
"I put all my troubles at the hot- - .staged
the Rosenthal hall, says the Las Ve- torn of my heart and set on the lid
;gas Optic. Montoya and Cordova are
and smile."
promoting the bout, while Mike Baca
"Whenever you see anybody that's win ue one or me principals. Jtsaca s
in trouble, its Sunday for you right "opponent win De Battling logo or mis
then. Its for you to remember: 1 wan ;cl,va stranger and you took me in."
LOUIS
From the philosophy of Mrs. Wiggs 'NEW YORK-ST- .
TRADE IS DENIED.
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch"
Ottumwa, La Oct. 22. President
with her sunny smile and her nevw
failing optimism comes to the Elka Hempstead and Scout Kinsella of the
theater Friday, October 24.
Here New York Nationals who are here
is a play by Mrs. Anno Crawford Flex with the Giants and AVhite Sox on
ner, from the stories of her friend and their world tour, stated today that
and neighbor, Mrs, Alice Hegan Rice, there was nothing to the report that.
which render Mrs. Wiggs, Mis' Hazy, First Baseman Konetchy of St. Louis
Mrs. Eichom, Mrs. Schultz, Lovcy would become the property of the
New York club In exchange for any
Mary, Little Tommy, Miss Lucy, Mr. New York
player.
Stubbins, Chris Hazy, Billy Wiggs and
A letter was produced to show that
the "Jography" named children, Apia, New York was not
ready to make a
Europena and Australia, doubly dear trade.
SILVIA PANKHURS.
HUNGER STi
TOM WATSON MAY BE
London, Oct. 22. Sylvi.
REINDICTED BY GRAND JURY. waB released under license
Augusta, Ga., Oct. 22. Thomas E. Holloway jail. She is mut
Watson, the Georgia editor and politi- bled and emaciated in conseqiu
cian, who was freed from a charge of a hunger strike of a week's durt.
sending obscene matter through the She was arrested October 14 as i.
mails here yesterday in the federal was about to address a meeting o
court, may soon face another indict- - militant suffragettes. The previous
ment. His case was presented to the night Miss Pankhurst was the central
jfederal grand jury again after his figure in a fierce struggle between thecounsel made a futile effort to have police and a crowd of suffragettes aft(the court bring in the jurymen and er she had addressed a gathering at
"search their consciences" to learn if Bow Baths, in the east end of
a prejudice existed against Watson.

Falling on the Ball This is not so easy as it appears to be. To fall
upon a loose ball is quite a trick and the Chicago university player
as the expression upon his faee
here came down with a
indicates. Note how he has squeezed the oval between his hands and legs
as he rolled over. The photograph was made especially for the New Mexican to illustrate the right way to play the game.

!to develop both the quantity and qual
ity an the total subordinated to the
attainment of these two objects."'

-

ered and to nie they seemed much
miore and 1 was already beginning
GREAT RING BATTLES
DAY
to tire and there was no life in the
Between the dew
hot, murky air.
I was quite wet
and perspiration
BLACK
through, and after picking up a couple of thorns, having my hat brushed
JOHNSON WON HEAVYWEIGHT off a few more times, I was comIT WAS UNFORTUNATE THAT JACK
"HIS ACTIONS
At
mencing to feel .like a novice.
CHAMPIONSHIP DECLARES BOB ARMSTRONG
John Charley
just this juncture
HAVE HURT ALL COLORED BUfcH&," nc ohto.
down to the ground, chuckl- nothing of the game. They go In and pointed
Special Correspondence.
lo
" "u
!e"
exchange wallops and the first one to
looked carefully along
22. "Peter
San Francisco, Oct.
J
get. a punch on the jaw takes thejP
"'u "ul
Jackson could have whipped Jack count. I only wish they could have!""1" ul "1B J'"K'.
the slightest sign or reason for 1ns
Johnson, the black heavyweight chamwe
cams to a
mirth. Presently
de
pion, the best day he ever saw,"
re You
creek, and here on the muddy banks
dares Bob Armstrong, negro trainer,
I could plainly see
the large three-toe- d
noted for his ready wit and droll philhoof prints of a tapir.
Passing
osophy.
Armstrong trained Johnson
on a little further the hounds soon
and saw Peter Jackson at his best.
on
his
wore
and
gave tongue
away
"It was unfortunate for us colored
hot trail.
folks that Jack Johnson won the
The excitement seemed to give me
heavyweight championship. Jackson
a new lease or life, out just now i
was a gentleman. Johnson is not.
Because of his actions, all colored
managed to develop the speed and
endurance to keep, up fairly well
boxers must suffer. If Jackson had
won instead of Johnson there would
jwith John Charley, I never quite
I
have been no more prejudice than
Wo
jknew.
when Joe Gans or Geo. Dixon won.
Running down to a muddy bit of
of
the
I
big
"Im not saying that Johnson Is not
sight
caught
ground,
eat fighter. He is one of the best
animal, which looked as large as a
Is
of
times.
it
But
all
vyweights
jcow. The dogs had him at bay, and
lASK REAPPOINTMENT OF
COLUMBUS
CARAVELS
defense that makes him wonder-Hin his wild fury he was dashing first
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUGGISTS
CLEMENTS
COMMISSIONER
WILL NOT GO TO FRISCO;
is a past master at that per-3at one dog and then at another,
the best. But Peter Jackson was
Washington. D. C, Oct. 22. Chair-shipChicago, Oct. 22. Because of hard- trying to crush out their lives with
com-thnot only a wonderful defensive fightencountered in navigation on 'man Clark of the interstate
stamp of his fore-- i
(the lightning-liker, but also a powerful forcer. He
feet.
Great Lakes, the proposed cruise merce commission, today asked Presi-o- f
Commis-Panamwas great in all departments of the
To be quick with the rifle meant
the Columbus Caravels through the dent Wilson to
a new specimen for me, rest, and a
game.
caial to San Francisco for jsioner Clements. Mr. Clements has
"Then Peter was larger than Johnseveral successive terms, being
the exposition of 1915 has been aban-jharefreshing draught of water; to bun-- j
son.
doned and the three vessels, Pinta, (first appointed by President Cleveland.
gle meant more of the terrific pace
"Jack in condition that is before
to
lose him altogether.
and perhaps
Nina and Santa Maria will be return- jHe is a Georgia Democrat and once a
W$f
he began dallying with autos' and
ed to this city.
member of congress.
'"Dash," the most daring and vicious
booze weighed about 195
pounds.
fighter of the park, hurled himself
Peter fought at 210.
tlank.
in and gripped the tapir by the
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
"The bout between Jackson and
At the same moment the animal had
BOB ARMSTRONG.
NEST Tho Only New unabridged dicTHE ESKIMO MOTHER
CARRIES A NICE WARM
Frank P. Slavin in London is still rew hirled, one hoof raised, and before
ferred to as the greatest glove con- seen such men as Peter Jackson. it began to descend or an
tionary in many years.
a
Contains the pith and essence
FOR HER BABY.
test in England.
Jim Corbett, Frank Slavin, Tommy later the big beast fell forward and
of an authoritative library.
"There won't be any more fighters Ryan and a dozen
that they lay quite still.
There had been no
Covers every fiold of knowllike the
until conditions might realize how much they have to bungle.
QUAINT CUSTOMS OF THE WORLD'S QUEER PEOPLE.
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
change. Present day champs know learn.'
A pleasant
smoke, a long, deep
single book.
!
drink of water, a quiet rest in the
The Only Dictionary with the
shade are pleasures that money can-New Divided Page.
to be fairly
not bring, but have
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
earned to be appreciated. The tapir
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
was a large bull, and
estimated
half a million dollars.
his weight in this way:
The men,
Let us tell you about this most
six of them, after cleaning, removing
remarkable single volume.
?
the head and lower part of the legs,
Write foraample
divided up the meat In six parts, to
pases, full par
ticulars, etc
the extent of what they considered a
Name this
fair load to each man. Figuring 50
VJA
t TlaftJ
paper and
pounds to a man, and allowing for
wo will
parts removed, I would say 400 pounds
send free
very conservative. Taking large palm
asctcf
leaves and securing with the smaller
Pocket
s
or creepers, which make an
Maps
excellent substitute for rope and cord
of
neat
the men made very
parcels
their loads, and passing across their
foreheads one of these supports, pack- to those who learned to love them in
ed out the meat much after the man- &C. Merrai Co.
the cherry books, and adds new and
ner of the Canadian woodsman.
liJ-AHBSprlncfield, Mas. IS?
of all who
to
the
minds
l8"a
types
abiding
v
Coming down the river the men appreciate the best in dramatic art
and Mis'
made it lively and interesting
Hazy, the gloomy spinster who
treated me to a rather novel entertain- sees life
through smoked glasses, and
ment. As they propelled the boat Mr.
Stubbins, shiftless and
tunes.
droll
chanted
rapidly along they
but a connoisseur in home cooks
and solos with
There were
in the play from the
ing,
emerge
of
the
tales
of
choruses that told
book more comical than in their origichase, mournful tragedies, and adven- nal environments.
Opulent as is Mrs.
tures. As they sang they would now
in charactertypes, it has even
and again throw up the water with Wiggs
comtheir paddles so that it played in the been more richly cast, and the
UNITED PLAY CO. (INC.)
sunshine and fell in a jeweled shower pany is remarkable for its excellence
while all through it an accompaniment and Etrength. As a dramatic force,
PRESENTS THE
was kept up by the tapping of the "Mrs. Wiggs" is unique in its defiance
to technique in
and its
paddles on the side of the boat. They
International "Live Forever" Success
An Eskimo mother of Greenland, her children and her home. Notice the
also interspersed the songs with long. sheer reliance upon heart interest pure
& mine of truest
baby's face In the fur pouch back of her left shoulder.
peculiar blasts on the hunting horns and simple. It Is
'and this, I learned later in the day, sentiment. The play opens' in Mrs.
The Eskimos who live on the frigid (highly colored broad necklace of beads
was the signal that a big killing had Wiggs' cottage, with the wedding of
worn. In the cases of both men and
taken place, and by nightfall we had Mis' Hazy to Mr. Stubbins. Mis' tiptop ,of the ,world far north . of . usjis
the wrists of the
gar-women,
many visitors from the neighboring Hazy has been "sicked'' uu to matri are raiucr carcicss oi uie sft
are decorated with black dog
aieuts
Indians and bushmen. all of whom mony by Mrs. Wiggs, who has aided 'ship, but the children that are born skin,, the women's cotton vests being
CABBAGE PATCH
the
were given a liberal portion of the in the winning of the "prominent citl- - to them are treated as tenderly as the brightest colors that can be obzen of Bagdad Junction," by artistic are the children In pleasant, warm tained,
meat.
y"
That night I slept soundly until the cooking which is passed off as the (homes in our sunny land.
In spite of her apparently hopeless
sees
own.
his
Mr.
Stubbins
bride's
I
the
when
From the cradle to the grave
small hours of morning,
environment, the Eskimo woman posgrew restless and finally awoke to life aureoled by delicious pies and Eskimo has to fight for his existence, sesses an astonishing amount of vanMISS STUBBINS,
second
delicacies.
The
other
over
do
is
culinary
the fact that a hundred places
yet everything it is possible to
and, in addition to donning as
Mrs. done for the children. The young- ity,
MISS HAZY,
much color as she can, she uses brightCHAPTER II.
that of the bushmen. They seemed to my anatomy gave me a peculiar, act that shows the exterior of comsters are docile and contented, and ly colored leather to embroider her
Wiggs' cottage, contains many
As the first spectral gray of dawn possess the very craft of the dwellers burning sensation.
LOVEY MARY
grace rarely know the meaning of harshness trousers of mottled sealskin or the
to sift its pale light through of the wild and why not? They were "Can't stand It any longer, I fin ical scenes due to the fall from
, began
and
Mr.
last
The
third
Stubbins.
are
unkindness.
by
readily
0r
Orphans
could
of
the
reindeer.
aloud.
observe
up
said
skin
John
get
we
were
river
Charles
of
them.
"Ranejettan,
sliding up
ally
,the forest,,
and all the good people of the
act shows the return of Mr. Wiggs adopted, even when the foster parThe most striking of the Eskimo's
JUi the curial with the hounds. The the footsteps of the game when the and make a fire; there is something
to the bosom of his family. One ap- ents have a number of children to garments,
arnant,
the
to
over
is
his
me
not
we
could
called
I
alive."
soon
discern
the
alien
however,
eye
v'7,IndJans paddling swiftly,
slight eating
Wiggs neighborhood.
est vestige.
hammock. Ratteiettan hastily came preciates after seeing "Mrs. Wiggs of provide for; and it seldom happens wblch is used by women who are nurs-tha- t
not
sentiment
of
treated
at
newcomers
the
the
are
the
these
has
Patch"
amant
I
of
aid
the
The
Cabbage
children.
with
my
rescue
was
and
with no little difficulty
to my
It
jng
, to. moor our craft and follow into
Abraham Lincoln: "God must have with just the same kindness and con-a gort f pouch into which the A dramatization of Alice Heran
the, vast forests. All my men were followed these fellows through the pocket electric lamp looked me over.a loved the common
to
the
he
shown
are
because
that
sideration
is put.
child
with
he exclaimed
people,
but they could see; by woods ,as they quietly and apparentRice's
charming stories by
so many of them."
This pouch Is lined with sealskin
parents' own offsprings.
that I mean they had the trained eye ly with the greatest ease threaded smile. These are the little red devil- made
Anoe
Crawford Flexner
and
com
a
woforms
of
and
skin
a
the
is
or
"Mrs.
cosy
reindeer
play
Wiggs"
In south' Greenland the Eskimo
of the lynx, and at a glance could dis- their way, and I must confess I was (bugs that bury under the skin and
mon people, but It appeals to all kinds men wear a jacket made of bird skin warm retreat for the child; - and it
life unbearable.
I
the
noise
of
the
of
made;
up
ashamed
make
Waking
mottled
quite
dull
body
the
tinguish
and differs from the men's garment in enables the mother to carry the insnake from the lumbering along. There would he John Charley, they brought over of people.
labaria
deadly
Seats on Sale at Zook's Drug
The play will be presented here un that It has no hood.. Instead of the fant about with her constantly, withbranches and roots that it so closely j plenty of opportunity for practice, seme crabwood oil, which I spread
of out interfering In any way wtthJUer.
made
United
collar
der
of
a
the
the
nStore opens Wednesday.
must
is
.hood
over
there
the
affected
management
I
two
and,
and
high
feeling
the
Improve
of
sense
however,
parts,
surely
But
the
resembled.
black dog skin, outside of which a duties and her work.
was stUl more keen than: a little. About two. miles were cov- as slippery as an eel, but much more (Play company.
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Keeping the Body in Repair

8

LOCAL ITEMS.

PERSONALS
Mrs. Palmer Ketuer and .Miss Reiner, of Gallup, are visitors in the city.
Dr. ("hallos Leroy .Miller of Clayton
is spending a few days in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank JIcHrkle have
returned from a trip of several weeks
in California.
Roy St. Vraiiii a nephew of Mrs. C.
F. McKay, was in the city today on
his way to Camilla.
Jose 0. Lovato, one of the county
commissioners of Rio Arriba county,
is in the city today
V. a. Marshal A. If. Hudspeth left
for he north on the D. & R. G. this
morning on business.
R. H. Beddow, state miue inspector,
accompanied by his wife, is in the
city from his headquarters at Gallup.
Dr. C. M. Light, of Silver City, head
of the normal in that
city, was in
Santa Fe yesterday enroute to San

Nature intended that the body should do its own
repairing and it would do so were it not for the
fact that most of us live other than a natural life.
Nature didn't intend that we should wear corsets, tight collars or
ventilated and draughty houses, nor eat and
shoes, nor live in badly
drink some of the things that we do, nor ride in Btreet cars when we should walk.
The consequence is that the body when it gets out of order must look for out-

side help to make the necessary repairs.
For weak stomachs and the indigestion or dyspepsia resulting, and the multitude
of diseases following therefrom, no medicine can l.e more adaptable as a curative
agent than DR. PIERCE'S GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCOVERY.
This famous Doctor's prescription has been recommended for over 40 years,
and is today just as big a success. Restores a healthy bppetite. Cleanses the blood.
Strengthens the nerves. Regulates stomach and liver. Demand the original.

Hsu's

Tailor Plans Suits

one-ce-

n

NOTICE

WINDOWS

OUR
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SAVE YOU

WE

FOR SALE
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JOSEPH
Rooms 8

t

B.
IF IT

!

-

and Bath.

NOW is

i

the

MANAGER,

IIAYWARD,

and 9, Capital

5

Lot fronts
South about 100 feet on Palace Avenue.
Rooms

We will sell, within ten days' time, lor $2,800.
time to investigate the above.

-

T

180

Modern Cottage of

-

1

J

PHONE

INSIRE WITH IIAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.

Deaeham-Mignardo-

the OLDEST
NEW MEXICO,
the ROCKIES, AIR
vation 7,018 feet,
Sunshine the year round, rarely ever frosty, free
from
mosquitoes and malaria. On the coldest
warm in the sunshine. Quaint old
day
street
crooked streets, dobe houses,
Mountains,
Peaceful, quiet, and
and streams, blue sky, town Plaza, and band
stand. The certain home of diamonds and other
yet unearthed, and Tiffany, of
precious
Home of
York, Turquoise
and the only
the
house and Church
Cures and
of American
Tuberc
stnma,
and R'
jod
drive 400
and
and
mi,
jmmercial
GIRL,
cation gut
Shorthand,
aation,
and other
Bookkeeper
subjects,
opens there
of men and women,
a
who can w
nglish Shorthand and
time the study should
voewritir
.Education, residence and
months
$600.
$200.
requires
for rull commercial course and
monu. for two subjects, There now a vacancy
for America with these qualifications at salary
the work.
can
of $300 month, and
New
Walter Norton,
387, Santa
Principal.

!

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST..

-

A commercial education
SANTA
THE

Prices

For October Special

where, but remember our expenses
are small; this makes our low
prices possible.
experience in
Eighteen years'
the tailoring business. Let us tak
your measure.

j

w.

CO.

GOOBS

$30

$10 up to
We show you over 1500 samples.
The largest line in the city. We
guarantee a perfect fit and you can
find no better workmanship at any
price. You will pay more elseIn Prices from

Patch coming here Friday night the
Elks will give their dance Saturday
night at the Klks' home, so as not to
interfere.
Rexall Cold Tablett break up a cold
CUSTOM TAILORING,
over night and do it most efficiently LINDHARDT,
ir.d permanently. You need no other
125 Palace Ave.
Sold In Liquid or Tablet form by Dealers In Medicines
Zook's Pharmacy, Inc.,
guarantee.
Send 31
stamps to pay cost of nviilin;? only on a free ropy of Dr. Piorco's
succeeding Fischer Diug Co.
Sense Medical Adviser, 1003 pages, clothbound. Address Dr. Pierce, B..fl"aIo, N. Y.
Hard to Believe Triple coated en- tliB ambiance, without twiching
ameled dish pans, 10 qt. 7.r)C, 12 t. muscle.''
nc.
Other ware on the
8"c, 14 qt.
Winter Cooking Prepare now. It's
Juan county.
same price basis. Come and see for getting cold. The finest and cheapSUFFRAGISTS GREET
REV. BROWN SELECTED
Robert Chaves and family of Los yourself, Beacham & Mignardot Harl !pBl bargains ever offered in Santa Ke,
NATIONAL PRESIDENT
BY CONGREGATION A LISTS.
Lunas are in the city the guests of ware Co. See adv.
t
Hardware
!i,y the
Suffr22.
Oct.
D.
22.
C,
Rev.
Oct.
Washington.
Kansas City, Mo.,
the former's father, Jacobo Chaves,
YOU MUST SEE OUR BRILLIANT Co. See new ad today.
Charles R. Brown, dean of the Divin- agists Hocked to the headquarters of superintendent of insurance.
ASSEMBLY OF NEW FALL DRESS- Associaity school of Yale university, was the National Women Suffrage
Hugh M. Bryan, of Albuquerque, a
SAL- - BEILISS CAUSE H ELPED BY
N.
chosen moderator of the national tion today to welcome Dr. Anna How- son of the late R. V. D. Bryan, and a !ES, COATS AND SUITE.
.
TODAY'S EVIDENCE.
council of Congregational churches on ard Shaw, president of the organiza--i former Rhoades scholar from New 1MON.
Kiev. Russia, Oct. iiU. Further evi-- .
If r.unM'B Prank ?Som mm!
the first ballot here this afternoon. t ion, who arrived here to take charge Mexico, is in the city today.
sent the New Mexican a written uc- u nee lmpncaung Vera Tcheheriak
Dr. Brown obtained 1110 of the 354 of the plans for the women's national
M. J. McGuinness.
special assistant
in uie inuiuer o.
convention which meets next month. in the nltnrnev general's
votes cast.
office, is count of a wedding supposed to have,""" ev companions
l usnuisiy
was nt-iwuti.v
"'ill
back at his desk after an absence of taken place here today but as the
ruussux
louuer i;mn ui j'uiiir,
no
license'
that
clerk
phones
to
two
illness.
couniy
due
weeks
almost
testifying m the trial oi ueniss 101
CITY IN Miss Sarah Wilson, who left here were issued, the wedding announce-abou- the
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Krassov-skmurder of Tushinsky.
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withheld
ment
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an
a month ago
said that in the course of his ineleU. S. A.,
I
some
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have
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of
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vacation, has sailed for
of the murder he had not
other insignia for the vestigation
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store
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ent of public instruction, left last,
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Francisco
street,
San
for Hobart, Okla., called there jeler,
the theory of a "ritual
build- by a telegram
YOUR eluded that
COME HERE SIR WITH
one is
announcing the serious
murder" was unfounded, he said.
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of his mother.
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no
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A. S. Kirkpatrick, of the state
Persecution.
Would
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fed-"Movies" Tonight
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and St. Joseph. Mo., where he visited last night,
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Hip Russian government to end the alElks
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trial
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ENTERTAINMENT
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UlooU lor religious purposes. The
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resolution proposes that the senate
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A
direct federal officers to take the sub- i
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closing session in the afternoon.
mgs,
W e want you to feel that the enter-In
ject up with Kussia, "to the end that
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against the
fishing, tainment course to be given by the Capital City Bank building. Heat, the unjust ritual charge and
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Jewish people at large
Santa Fe public schools will be worth
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in particular,
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PANAMA PROMOTER ON
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WILL MAKE AN ATTRACTSee our display
IVE GIFT.
of Necklaces, Cuff Buttons.
Stick Pins, Lockets, etc., made of Gold and Turquoise. Al)
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
pieces of jewelry.
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THE STAR BARN
-

W. A. WILLIAMS.

-

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable Restocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE POMES.

j

Phone 139.

j

PROMPT

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

t

CAKES AND!
!
For
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CRACKERS

O. C. WATSON & CO.

.
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And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Flour

Hay, Grain

Give us a trial and let us show you-

-

Guaranteed

Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE S4NTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL,

-

Mgr.,

-

Galisteo and Water Sis.

Phone, Main 250.

1

I

S.

I

I

Prices ar
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LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
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YOLT

$34.85
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WE WANT THE PEOPLE OF THIS COMMUNITY TO COME IN AND
DOLLARS
TO
DO BUSINESS WITH US ONLY BECAUSE IT MEANS
THEM. BUYING AT A STORE WHERE YOU PAY MORE FOR THE SAME
FOR
THE SAME PRICE THAW
QUALITY OR GET POORER HARDWARE
WE WILL GIVE YOU IS LETTING YOUR DOLLARS TAKE WINGS AND
TOU
WILL, BUT YOU MUST COME
HUNT AROUND ALL
FLY AWAY.
TO OUR STORE TO FIND THE BEST KINDS OF HARDWARE AT THE

,

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

PHONE 14.

"IF IT'S

HARDWARE

COMPANY.

WE HAVE IT."

PHONE 14.
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The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos, The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
Playing and all outdoor sports.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Pally, ptr year, by mill
Oally, tlx month, by mall
Weekly, per year.,,,

15.00
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S1.00
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Booklet Free on Request K-

THE VALLEY RANCH,

"All of Today's Newa Today"

MEBBE SO.

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

OTHER ISSUES

This old, reliable Institution invites accounts, for large or small amounts
and desires that you come for any information you may wish
regarding
business matters. Many people do not like to keep accounts. If you
deposit
your money with this bank, subject to check, your account will keep itself.
The pass book shows the amount paid out, the date of payment, to whom it
was paid and the purpose for which the check was drawn. The returned
vouchers are legal receipts. You can systematize your affairs by opening
a checking account in this bank, the oldest financial Institution in New
Mexico.
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BUSINESS OFFICE 286
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The new tariff has been in operation about two weeks and we can begin
judge a little of the effects, in one way at least, and that is the effect
was entirely free from the necessity
I
it is having on the general condition of the business of the country.
of an examination in itself. Recently
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ESPANOLA LIVERY

Modern Grocery

Teams to the
at Reasonable Prices

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

great delight and pleasure in giving
his friends some of the wholesome

Make Demand Forcible

Don't Be Trifled With
Ask for

Handy Heat

and Don't Sfand for the
- as fiood" Talk.

There Is not a medicine for any purpose more carefully made than S S. S. It
represents the highest type of medicine.
Its medical properties are just as essential to well balanced health. If the blood
be sick, as are the nourishing elements of
meats, grains, fats and sue;us of our daily
food.
S. S. S. is prepared direct from
native botanical material. Not a drop of
added. Not a drop of minerals
is
drugs
is used. This Is one of the most import'
ant things to know and to remem
when your blood needs attention.
It is the most effective, the purest, the
and most reliable medicine
quickest
known for poisoned blood, rheumatism
catarrhal infection, malaria, skin disease,
old sores and all afflictions that show in
the blood, skin, joints and muscles.
An interesting book on the blood is
mulled to those who write. Get a bottlo
of S. S. S. today. It is the world's greatest medicine.
Insist upon the dealer
When Yon Ask for S. S. S. Do So
handing you S. S. S. and don't let him
With Emphasis. They Will
orate about something that he can't ad- Understand.
vertise as free from iodide of potash and
tamely submit. Why stand for It? Thee other destructive mineral drugs.
If you have trouble getting S. S. S.
only reason why any store will try toIs
the write to The Swift Specllio Co., 208 Swift
something else tor S. S. S.
lust tor greater prolit. S. S. S, is the Bldg, Atlanta, Ga., for list of. square deal
stores.
greatest blood purifier known.
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Hot

Delicious

M.

FOR SAI.K Underwood typewriter
practically new, $70. 102 College St.

Chocolate.

October's cMH dTi saggest wmethlnff
warm for the tuner uiu.
u''re readv.
We're serving hot chocolate made from
cnuirr proniici ; noiea for
ItH purity, eirclleuce
ud
.'iicioueiieu of flavor,
We don't know of any- oilier itore
that ierres t&yd& chocolate too
crpeniire, perhaps. Jt.'a different at OURS
tucre'i nothing too pood for our natrona.

or six room
FOR HUNT Three
Ap-- j
house, furnished or unfurnished.
ply I). S. Lowitzki, 220 San Francisco.
KOU IlKNT
Six room house, three
'months, completely furnished. All
es, 144 Marcy Ave.
modern eonvni'-n240 ,1. Hn-- I
!('all mornings.
pert F. Asplund.

r
OC.

A PIPING

HOT
CUPFUL FOR

WANTED Middle aged couple to
work. Wife to cook in small camp;
husband to act as watchman and do
Americans only need apply.
choreB.
For further information address T. S..
care New Mexican.

41

always frtah. If you're
iV city we'll exprees it to joti.

H"JVLER"3
?

;

Ask about this year's new model Perfection. The-besheater ever made. It is always ready to
use. Burns all night on one gallon of oil. Abso
Smokeless
lutely safe.
odorless doesn't leak.
In the home it gives just
the extra heat needed in
bedroom or sitting room.

t

wacnon
sy
x

rmm

PueMo

Cheyenne

Butte

Boiie

Six per cent loans on farms, or-chard lands, city, resident or business
property, to buy, huild, improve, expend or refund mortgages or other securities: terms reasonable;
special
invited.
correspondence
privileges;
CIS Commonwealth
Bid);..
Dept. L
Denver, Colo.

MEETING

Nov.

MO.,
1913

IOth-1511-

S

$47.70

ROUND

Incorporated in Colorado)

Denver

roads

AccnriATinw

'Olif
ST. LOUIS,

The Continental Oil Company
;

WINTER

r

the best protection for your stock.

f

SIX

U

Screed wita daluty, criip erne ken.

PANAMA CITY TO HOLD:

FOR

1

:"U

mi

Smokeless

Times-Hustle-

AN EXPOSITION

li

On cold, zero nights
you will find the

Satisfactory Research.
.Tack Martin came in Tuesday of
Inst week after spending the summer
with scientists who have been search
ing the shale beds near the conti-- j
nental divide for
geological and
biological specimens. The men engaged in tlie work cmie in with him
and left for Now York.
The work in this section lias been
more prolific of important scientific
results than any conducted by these
Among other mv
people for years.
a uic onciriun
puriaui uiscuvt'iies
of an animal (he first of the mamillary
class.
Another almost equal in im
portance lias been discovered more
recently. It is very likely that the
party will return here next, year.
Karmington

When a man has the short change
game worked on him, ho makes a noise
that brings the Tollce, and yet that sume
man may walk into a store nnd have the
"Just as good" game worked on him and

Hi

for Cold Nights

being more thau six thousand miles,
the quality of the
fruit, it could be transported around
the world and arrive at its destiny in
perfect condition. Cimarron News.
and considering

S. S. S.
"Jus

WANTS

fruit.

The express charges on the apples
were $::."" per box.
This is perhaps the longest distance
that New Mexico apples are shipped,

Albuquerque
Salt Lake City

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

TRIP RATE FROM SANTA FE

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

DATES OF SALE,
November 8th to 10th.
RETURN LIMIT,
Thirty Days from Date of Sale

OF

EDWARD P. DAVIE8,
City Attorney.
Capital City bank Building,
8
Rooms
Santa Fe, New Meiieo.

TAKE THE "SANTA FE ROAD."

OF THE

H.

WHEN

S.

LUTZ,

VISIT;
--- -

ZONE.

-

AGENT,

SANTA FF., N. M.

Chas. H. Eaeley,
EAiLF.Y.
aw.
Attorneyi-a- t
Practice In the Courti and tafr
Land Department.
Land granti and titles examined.
MASONIC.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Eit
Montezuma Lodge
cla, N. M.
o. 1, A. F. & A. M.
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FOR PRESIDENT C. L. Smith,
Miller, Clayton.
2879, Brother,
insomnia or some other obscure ache or pain.
,T. F. Harden, Kansas
City.
hood of Amen-- ,
Arthur Acrite, Albuquerque.
Pittsburg, Pemi., Oct. 22. H. C.
can Yoemen.
Steady nerves and a clear brain the best asset any man or woman an have are often impossible
R. A. Craxton. El Paso.
Frick and former Secretary of State
second
to the regular coffee drinker.
Meets
William Chapman, Raton.
P. C. Kuox have been in conference
s
and fourth
'in the office of H. C. McEldowney,
Jlrs. Palmer Ketner and daughter,
of the
EASY CHANGE
President of the Union Trust
Gallup.
If you are ambitious enough to "get ahead," suppose you
month at the
When Coffee is Doing Harm.
O. I. Kastwood, Clayton.
After the conference both in
Fireman's Hall.
e
over
talked
sisted
stop coffee and try hot,
that
they merely
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
A lady writes from the land of cotprivate business.
Coffee
Cor. Sec. David Gonzalei.
ton of the results of a four years' use
Friends of both men, familiar with
of the food beverage Postum
It is so very important
iFrick's past helpfulness to political
Santa Fe Lodge
"Ever since I can remember we had
No. 2, Knights of
aspirations of Knox,, more than intiused cofTee three times a day. It had
hIiouM
be
coffee
that
mated that the conference was the in
meets
a more or less Injurious effect upon us
Pythias
r
of the capitalist
Lrewed when fresh, and
itial
every Second and
all, and I suffered almost death from
Sand the statesman to discuss the
Fourth Friday of
indigestion and nervousness.
Schilling's Best is so deliof a Knox boom for the Presi
the month at 8
'T know It was coffee, because when
cious when fresh that we
o'clock p. m.
dency of 1916, to be sprung at the
I would leave it off for a few days I
first opportune moment.
would feel better. But ft was hard to
should have been tempted
Meeting In K.
If the old aches and pains begin to leave after a few days
Knox said that his visit here, coinof P. Hall over
give coffee up, even though I realized
Best
to
sell
Schilling's
cident with that of Frlck, was on
how harmful it was to me.
Kaune's store.
on Postum, you'll know whether to (tick to it or to go back to
if
"At last I found a perfectly easy way
All
private business and that he came
green (u n
here from Uniontown, where he spoke
to make the change. Four years ago
Knights are moBt
coffee trouble!.
the
had
had
housewives
st the dedication of the Braddock
. I abandoned the coffee habit and becordially Invited.
monument.
proper facilities to roast
H. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
gan to drink Postum and I also InPostum now comes in two forme:
fluenced the rest of the family to do
REINGARDT, K. of R. and S.
it and grind it.
the same.
PEPPERY TALK BY MINISTER.
discovThen came the
must be well boiled.
RTGULAR POSTUM
'Even the children are allowed to
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
cans.
drink It as freely as they do water.
Lodge No. 259, holds Its regular
Piedmont, Cal., Oct. 22. "Immoralery of aroma-tigh- t
on the first Thursday of each
And It has done us all great good. I
meeting
INSTANT POSTUM is a soluble powder. A spoonful
ity has reached such a pass as to stagmatter
no
Since then
no longer suffer from Indigestion, and
month at Fireman's ball at 7:30 p. m
ger belief," says the Rev. John E.
dissolves in a cup of hot water, and with sugar and cream
where yon live you can
my nerves are in admirable tone since
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
Stuchell, pastor of the Interdenomicome.
to
use
never
Postum.
We
use
I
here.
church
national
began
Best
have your Schilling's
makes a delicious beverage INSTANTLY.
BENITO ALA RID, President
coffee any more.
he new realniB Into which women
fresh
as
as
GONZALES, Secretary.
DAVID
though
"We appreciate Postum as a delightjust
deand
the
office, factory
are pushing
ful and healthful beverage, which not
roasted it yourself.
store are sapping their
you
partment
ODD FELLOWS,
coffee-only invigorates, but supplies the best
vitality. The home is becoming a conNo. 2, I. O. O. F.
now. Your grocer has
it
of nourishment as well." Name given
Try
women
live
and
venience where men
Santa Fe Lodg
it.
or
can
it
by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
of
get
partogether in neglect of the duty
meets
regularly
Write for the famous little book,
enthood. Our high schools are pollut"The Road to Wellville."
Work for the Ner Mexican, It It every Thursday evening at S o'clock
ed with the breath from the pit." This
in Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting broth-leis but a sample of the hot stuff handed working for 700. for Santa Fe and
always welcome.
new
state.
the
out by the Rev. Stuchell.
A Gila

Chae. F. Easley,

.

EASLEY

&

fraternal societies
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G. W. PRICHARD,
.
Attorney and Counsellor-at-LawPractices in all the District Court!
and gives special attention to rasM
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. H

-
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DR. W. HUME

fort-land-
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BROWN,

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
Rooms , 2 and I.
Phone Rei 6.
Office Hour 8 a. m. to I b
And by Appointment

....
.

Work for the New Mexican. It la
working fjr you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
New Mexican Want Ado work while
you skep.

For quick results, a
little "WANT."

tin-to- n

Superb
Chocolates

'

,,,,

j

north-Socorr-

o

.,in.n

;..

.

.,

.,,

All other chocolates

1

"expo-jbook-

;

1

e

iuJrann,mmnihir

Eve.?y Day

seem

just ordinary after you once
try CSunf They are just
as pure and wholesome as they
are delicious. We secured the
agency for the Huyler line
knowing there is nothing finer,
and because we know too that
will

people

unconsciously

judge the value of our stock
by the individual lines we
carry. We will be glad to
have you judge this confectionery as soon as convenient.
In packages from ioc. up.

i

Someone

j

Wo
A. T., & S. F. R'Y
TIME TABLE

Mon-day-

com-Ippn-

well-mad-

4HIHHIHIimillllHMli

POSTUM

getting-togethe-

finan-;cin-

g

'

roastod),

visiting'

I

To Effective

January 1st,

1913.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fs 12:10 p.
m.

to AlbuNo. 3 carries passenger
querque, locally, and to Paclflo
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at

"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and fitto Valley points.
Returning, arrive 8anta F 6:05 p.

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con
nect with No. 7 weatbeund
El Paso sleeper, alat Ne.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa F 1:35 p
m.

!

Drink It instead of

"There's a Reason."

-

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa F 1I:SI
a. m.

Call "Central" forTraln
Reports.
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form as to have made it of use and of '
superintendent of insurance, that it SANTA FE IS OLDEST CITY
has notified all its agents in this state
AS WELL AS THE OLDEST
value to the city of Santa Fe in the
inot to write any bonds. This is the
CAPITAL, SAY BOOSTERS future:
result of a letter to the company by
"Now( Therefore, lie It Resolved,
IN THE LATEST SHAPES
'the insurance department that it cease
TAX RATE
(Continued From I'age One.)
That a committee of three (3) be ap
or
in
bonds
this
state
writing
comply
pointed to make a thorough examina- n Plush, Velour, Felt, Beaver.
with the law, requiring a deposit of tiavel on these tickets." He said they tion Of the report of the said
Phillips Velvet, Silk, Satin, Moire Hats
not
are
of
a
$20,0Oi.
poor class
people, either, with a view of determining the use- together with a most beautiful
FIXED
BY
extento
use
travel
Auto Delivery Every Hour!
but .
the low rates
Auto Deliverv Every Hour!
fulness to the city and its compliance line of novelties in Ribbons.
T
Examined Occidental.
Riveiy.
with the questions propounded in the
and Ostrich Feath.Mr. .Maoliihbon:
Mr. P. I.ineau yesterday filed with
"Mr. Lutz is hero resoiution of the city council, by vir- - Bands, Fancy
at
are
shown
ers,
Etc.,
AUDITOR
the insurance department a statement
perhaps he cau shed light on this tue o( whlcn the saia Phillips was em- ,o( the condition of the Occidental! matter. '
further
of
and
determining
ployed,
.Fire Insurance company of AlbiHMier- Mr. Lutz, Santa Fe aeent: "I mm
whether said report is of any use as
l confess I do not think 90
a of September :10, UU:!. Mr.
cent of jt 8tauus to the city council or to the
CTATF
RC
per
P4TF
FlIS 1QH
VIII
I3IJ, OIHIL riHIL II ILL Bt :nu Was recently In Albuquerque SoliiK the travel is on colonists' tickets; they
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
city of Santa Fe for its future guid-- !
Sen ice
Try Our
13.6 MILLS CN THE COLLAR AS through the company's books for that are issued .'10 days In the spring and ance; ana tnai sam commmee uiii
purpose.
2e days in the fall. Summer tourist hn authorized, if it should he found
COMPARED WITH 13.5 MILLS IN
rates are different; but these rateB are H .
,,, rBnnrt i incomulete insuf-- !
man 18 to be Balued
Invited to Banquet.
not so low as to bring a great nam- mort essen-- ! ? (il,be' Arii!"
ent
1912, ALTHOUGH TAX VALUATION
No. 4
collector. The cham- of her to this region. There is not much
.Tacobo Chavez, superintendent
..
tn
,l
L ber tllen decided to
Invtta-jtioui.
of
is
an
in
,
,7
busy to keep
reduction."
receipt
- the office here.
OF STATE IS GREATLY INCREASED- - insurance,
quest me cny uuuiiv.il,
Governor McDonald
a
from the Union Central Life
,v,.v.c.
ror
i.u
nis
said
the
Phillips
and Attorney General Clancy drafted
Is he ashamed to imunerates
company of Cincinnati, Ohio,
Another voice:
-- ervleeB
to demand of him that he a telegram to be sent to
New Mexico
to attend a banquet on Friday. Novem- tell it?" (Prolonged laughter.)
his
surveys representatives in congress.
the field notes of
jfurnisU
HOW THE STATE
ber 7th, to commemorate the formal
Secretary
..
.
,,
The Water Question.
,
nmnrwed
Van Stone wired it out last night. Thi
DUllllllfe
opening of their new home.
Francis C. Wilson, attorney for the new dam and settling basins and pipe
LEVY IS SUBDIVIDED
is
follows:
as
Santa Fe Water & Light company, lines, and complete estimates upon the message
Senator Fall's Irrigation Project.
"Whereas it has been reported to
and
also a member of the health com- construction of said new dams, set-Albert 13. Fall and M. T. Everhart, mittee
the Santa Fe chamber of commerce
to look into the waor
Hues,
appointed
basins
together
pipe
was
fixed
tling
rate
The state tax
today of three Rivers, have filed three apof collector of internal
ter question which has been "riling" with statement of style of dam to be that the officeNew
by State Auditor V. G. Sargcnf. It is plications in the state engineer's ofMexico and Arizona
revenue for
tn detail the rediscussed
in
Santa
to
Fe,
be
used
its
material
1:1. (SO mills on the dollar as
adopted,
compared Ifice for the appropriation of water
our state to
to
- may be removed from
submitted
of
Hiram
so
said
that
port
Phillips,
specietc.,
conBtruction,
with 1:!.50 last year. Tins is an in- from Three Rivers creek and dry arArizona which would be detrimental
Sols 4gsnt5 For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
tnese
in
noticed
council
and
the
filed
be
estimates
and
city
may
flcatjons
crease over 10J2 of one tenth of one royos in Twp. 12 south, range 9 east,
to the interests of New Mexico and of
mill on each dollar of taxable valua- for the irrigation of 10,760 acres. They columns some days ago.
wim me piupci tn; V1111V.1CH0 iu. .......
UFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
ana
Mr. Wilson discussed paragrapii reference and use,
tion, and is found necessary because aim to build a storage reservoir to im-- ,
against
of the fact that although there is an pound the annual flow in the creek after paragraph of this report and,
,.6 It Furtner Resolved, That this
ne repon as t
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
said:
increase of about $19,01)0,000 in the !and arroyos.
committee be authorized to ascertain gon
UnJted
r m
i..,- - omu.
. F ,
assessed valuation of the state, the
,
.aim Biuuicu 1.,
from competent engineers uie baibui
,hi , th
,
interest and sinking fund charges
inadequate as anything could be as far o
actual ,abor involved in the
Water Application.
offices are now located and
have been greatly increased.
Lewis Mathias of Artesta has filed as covering the questions asked in the flndlngg o( the said Phillips in his said pi.ovision wouW have to be ma(,e fo).
Phone Black
Phone B,ack
This is shown by the fact that the a water application with the state en-- ; resolution of the city council ques-- j rpport and the value to the city of locatin ,ne
game m Arizona
.
for last year gineer for 47 cubic feet a second from tions propounuea to Air. rnuiips.
total appropriations
his Baid report and his
.
,
g t
45
'
y
"d Endings
the
of
while
to
run
apthe
amounted
$7.17,000,
to shed light upon
the Pecos river for the irrigation
"First of all, as to the annual
Ql
27
water
second
for
the
3" acres, in twp. 17 south, range
be0r
supply
it will he seen that Mr. Phillips preBent situation of the
propriations this year,
InT
non
fiscal year were $S8:!,000.
east.
lakes the figures of the IT S geo.og- - of the clty of Santa Fe a.
jjThis tax rate is figured on an asical survey and approximates the
tne Santa Fe Water & Light com- illle,.im. tQ use theh. begt endeavor8 t
sessed valuation of $91,784,601, and if
School Census.
ter sheds dimensions, and the acrejpany. and that said committee be In- - thp en(,
the gai( ,utfirnal revenue
i
every cent of it could be collected
The school census of Santa Fe feet In the reservoir. Any one couiu Btructed to make its report ai me 'offices be continued in Santa Fe where
would bring in a total revenue for county has been received by the state get that data. He does not give any earliest possible date."
we have the most salubrious and
state purposes of $1,247,590. However, educational department. It shows a news.
'
rime to Wake Up.
healthful climate in the world.
iexperience has shown that there is an school population of 5875 as compared
"Second: In the reply to the sec- rcaHinTr of
- the reso(Signed) GEO. II VAN STONE,
i'Uiiunnie
'appreciable percentage that is never with 6054 last year. In the city of V1I1U IIUCDVIUU ll ,l!l ho ooo,v
j
dv... thai IVtr ,l..i
Hln Conq OntH'This resolu
,l"
1UV1UJ1
alSanta Fe Chamber of Commerce.
he
i,li.
must
tJ"i
a
and
1913
water
margin
to
the
enumeration
the
Santa Fe
company
jeollected
Phillips goes
I
tion seems fair to the water company
Mr. Sena drafted a resolution chang.:
PHONE 12
SANTA FE, N. M. lowed so that sufficient money to run is 2375, asproper
compared with 2367 lasl to ascertain what is the capacity. Any and to the tax
time
is
It
high
payers.
of the chamber of
ing the
the state is assured.
of you could have done the same with
year. '
they wake up and see what is done commerce to cut off "delinquents" of
The total state rate of UI.GO mills is
out charging the city $1500.
to
seem
their money. It does
two or more years as regards paydivided among the various state pur"As regards the analysis of the wa- with
Teachers Needed.
has not received full ment of dues. The resolution was read
A request for school teachers has ter, the city council could have sent me that, the city
poses as follows: :
and action will be taken later.
State purposes, .1.50 mills.
been received by the state educational four samples to the University of New value for revenues."
"I wish to state, as a
Mr. Baca:
In the Barracks.
State institutions, 5.21 mills.
Mexico and had them analyzed and
(department from Valencia county.
of the council, that Mr. PhilCharitable institutions. 0.IU mills.
chamber
The
of coivmerce is fightthe results published. It is clear from member not
been paid yet. I am satihas
State road fund, 1.00 mill,
a study of the appendices attached to lips
Notary Named.
ing for good government, and its new
look
will
carefully
council
the
sfied
Current school fund, $0.50 mills,
Notaries were appointed yesterday U,. Phillina' rennrt thnt he d d not
j
quarters will be 'u bellicose surrounis mtte,rInterest and sinking fund, 3.1 mills. by Governor McDonald as follows: make any analyses. He sent a sample
dingsthe old barracks. There was
lie
Chant
t
e
This state levy was today certified IGeorge Bringle, Nara Visa, N. Af.
report
as Mr. Dorman announced
of New
of water to the University
- applause
tomorin
full
will be printed
to the boards of county commissioners
the: selection of the new quarters folAnd the report cornea back """tee
In every one of the 26 counties in the
Motion Denied.
lowing i order "transmitted by four
that there is no typhoid germ In the
The report was received and sugges- regent? of the New Mexico museum
slate, who in turn will certify it.
In the supreme court this morning water. This information, of course, is
tions adopted, the committee being oustirg the chamber of commerce
assessor, together with the county a
motion to dismiss, in the case of consoling but it is hardly worth FIF- continued.
the Old Palace. The regents
'levy, in order that he may be pre- Edward
We
DOLLARS.
HUNDRED
TEEN
vs.
Occidental
the
Bass,
etc.,
That Mineral Collection.
pared to go ahead with the work of Insurance
whe voted for the ouster proceedings
the bacteria in a
ascertain
that
also
was
denied.
company,
d uvifce
There was some snickering as the
carrying out on the tax rolls the varrj. ijtiUKiillu,
Ask For Receiver.
sample was 2800 per cc. But a sig
E.
ious nmonhts due from each tax payer. The attorney
wa- report on the disposal of the mineral j,dge John It. McFie, Col. Italph
'The
sentence
follows:
nificant
forwardgeneral today
L.
and
Ttvitchell
James
the
now
collection
Copies of Proceedings Mailed,
Seligman.
leading
led to Judge G. A. Richardson of the ter incubated 22 hours after it was
Mr. Clancy: "I move that we vacate
in the Old
Copies of the proceedings of the
is not a single germ ture, fresh air existence out
state hoard of equalization have been fifth judicial district, a request for taken.' Yetis there
was read. It was as the Old Palace as soon as possible."
Dlacita
Palace
frankI
in
it
a
the
of
say
that
receiver
for
the
dangerous.
appointment
Mr.. Sena and Mr. Owen, in a duet:
received by the traveling auditor and
Savings Bank of Taiban, which is in ly that the analyses made by Prof. follows:
! second the motion!"
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 2. 1913.
jlast night were sent out. to every as ithe hands of the state bank examiner.' Clark, at the University of New Mex
The motion was carried.
sessor in each of the counties of New
of Commerce,
"
Militia Association Meeting.
ico, gives a black eye to anything that To the Cliumber
Mr. Sena asked the chamber to inMexico. Today copies are being mailM.
N.
Santa
Fe,
wa
S.
Fe
Santa
A.
Brookes, adjutant general of Phillips may say about
the State Teachers' association to
ed to every person or corporation who
vite
Gentlemen:
the state, returned last night from ter.
Knows which way to go EXPERIENCE shows which way
I'"e next year and upon the sugbefore the state board,
an
had
Santa
anpeal
by
committee
appointed
The
shoiiici
of
special
;,ave gone. EXPERIENCE chooses EXPERIMENT chances.
you
where he had attended the
"Why, gentlemen, the water
of R. F. Asplund Mr. Sena
also to the county clerks and county Chicago,
the
look
gestion
disposito
-- vop
after
annual convention iof the national Santa Fe is as good as any water to your body
Leave EXPERIMENT to those who prefer the Ex-taking chances.
col- was named to carry the message to
commissioners
mineral
of
the
and
'
tion
citement of wondering how things will turn out, buy your Kitchen and
housing
guard association. The meeting was be found in any city or town in the
lection now exposed in the patio of the teachers who weet at Albuquerque
Household articles from the RELIABLE HARDWARE STORE and vou will,
extremely lively and radical action state. You know it."
Court.
Federal
of this city, beg to say next month. "Mr. Sena is the one
Albuquerque
Old
Palace
the
was taken In several matters. One in
know by Experience that it is the only way toward Satisfaction.
$5, Not $1500.
man to do this," declared Mr. Asplund.
United States District Judge Willrelated to what is called
particular
Mr. Wilson declared that the ana- that acting under the instructions
'
iam H. Pope this morning convened the
No. 190 Tea Kettles
.; Norton vs. Morley.
$0.95i1-qt- .
Enameled Dippers
15
pay bill, and the association adopt- lysis was worth perhaps $5 but not given us we have examined the minThe final moments of the meeting
court in the beautiful little court ed strong resolutions on this
Water Bucket .752qt. Enameled Mixing Bowl
10
are all tax eral collection referred to and find
"We
subject
added:
and
$1500
,
were enlivened by the clash between
room in the federal building, says to the effect that a
Lip Preserve
Enameled Drinking Cups. .. .
pay bill such as payers and the ultimate cost of this fiom thirty to forty tons of miscelA
and S.
Kettles
Albuquerque Herald.
75! 3 for
would like to see become a law, business must fall on us."
1U Tuesday's
ores in the place named. That Prof. Norton, of New Zealand,
laneous
they
G. Morley of Santa Fe. Tt was over a
number of important cases, both civil be drafted by a committee from the
Sance Pans
;
ores do not seem to be assorted
Enameled, Lipped Sauce
said
on
went
with
Mr.
Wilson
Phillips'
752.qt.
and criminal are scheduled to come association and submitted to congress
?15 contribution Mr. Norton said he
Dish Pans
75
Pans
15
report and said that it is remarkable classified or labeled and a large qunn.
to get publicity
" uisn rans
bs The Great Harpers Cookers, only .75; before the special term here which, It with a request that it be passed. This that this St. Louis engineer sends let- tity thereof is lying upon the ground made some time ago
is expected, will last some three action is to be taken without consultat a certain chamber of commerce ex.Dish Pans
.95!l(2-qt- .
10
to
elements.
the
matter
Pudding Pans
the
to
about
ters
other people
exposed
weeks.
hibit and he declared that the publiciCereal Cookers
75;2 qt. Pudding Pans
.10
ing the war department, and efforts he was supposed to look up, and that
The value of this collection could
The criminal cases to be tried at will be made to
no. ZB Enameled Wash Basins.. .20!
ty had not been forthcoming. He
have it enacted into a he sent
reducof
its
Mr.
determined
a
be
to
not
short
of the water
wants his money back. Mr. Morley
Enameled Ware wil stand an awful lot of Hard Wear, it tli ib term are largely for violations of law without the sanction of the war Wall whosamples
the
As
exhibit
an
as
well
at
the smelter.
tion
looked at them as
the law forbidding the sale of liquor
made a hot rejoinder declaring that
it comes from
if the latter objects to some
department,
of
out
blue prints which were designed collection is entirely
proportion Prof. Norton had promised to give a
to Indians, violation of the neutrality the bill.
Another matter related to a to
give so much information. "I de- - ;to the room that can be provided for it subscription of $25 and liot $15; ballaws and breaking seals 011 freight more
of the
adequate
representation
Philwithout going to several hundred
ance due, $10.
jcars engaged In interstate commerce. organized militia in the war depart- clare that it is evident this man
does not rely on his own judg- - lurs expense. Your committee do not
The morning session was devoted ment, with the
The Rev. Leonidas Smith arose and
to submit suggesright
believe such a large exhibit can serve asked what this discussion had to do
largely to organization and the em-- tions on all the recommendations of ment," said Mr. Wilson.
Mr. Baca: "Any field notes In the! any useful purpose as an exhibit with the chamber of commerce. Presipanelling of the jury.
the department having to do with the
'among the collections in the Old dent Dorman replied that Mr. Morley
report?"
Judge Pope announced the appoint-Imen- t organized militia.
a one!" Palace. We believe that a certain
Mr. Wilson:
of Nestor Montoya as interpre-- ;
"NO, not
sJvT&if?
had the floor and could answer ProIcentage of these ores could properly fessor Norton if he wished to do so.
ter, K. C Iden as court crier, E. R.
iHaca and H. Scott Knight as bailiffs,
Concluding, Mr. Wilson said: "It is be placed on exhibition at the School There was laughter, in which neither
Mr. Norton nor Mr. Morley joined.
and J. Benson Newell as stenogra-- !
up to the city council to see what we of Mines in this state,
Professor Fayette M. Jones, the
President Dorman concluded the ar
are getting for this expenditure of
pher.
this gument by promising to appoint a
New York, Oct. 22. Weakness
of S1500 or it is up to us to put some head of the said school advises
Among the. officials in attendance
when court opened were United Btocks today was regarded as a natu- brake on the city council for such ex committee that he is willing to aid in committee of three to look into the
contribution embroglio.
States Marshal A. H. Hudspeth, Unit- ral sequence to yesterday buoyant rise penditures. I think the council can the assorting and classifying of these
ed States District Attorney Summers which apparently had behind it little still force Mr. Phillips to give them ores. It is his opinion that after reLight Refreshments.
Burkhart, District Clerk Harry F. force other than that temporarily de- some return certainly the council has taining what we may need of them as
Light refreshments were then servLee, Assistant District Attorney H. G. rived from short covering. Traders not received $100 worth of Informa- an exhibit in the Old Palace and after ed, and for some minutes the mem- Marshals E. C. who believed the upturn had been too tion so far. Mr. Phillips has given the turning over to said School of Mines bers held a "social session," every- Coors, Jr., Deputy
Newcomer and J. R. Galusha and Unit- rapid were sellers and there was also city council nothing new in this re a percentage thereof, that there will one, or nearly everyone declaring that
ed States Commissioner Whiting.
a supply of stocks from commission port; he has handed them a gold bo thirty or more tons of the ore left, the meeting had been a huge success.
The case of Antonio Leyba, charg house clients who had been waiting brick, a flimsy report, with not a help- and he also thinks that the remainder
The Chautauqua.
ed with selling liquor to Navajo In- an opportunity to get out of the mar- ful line In It."
Rupert F. Asplund, in the absenee
of the ore would have some market
ket.
dians, went over until Wednesday.
Mr. Wilson then read the following value at either the El Paso or the Pu- of Chairman William H. Pope, of the
The attention was again drawn to resolution which lie offered and which eblo smelters.
Mary Pirgone, charged with selling
Chautauqua committee, then read the
a
liquor to a certain Navajo, pleaded the uncertain position of the steel was adopted md referred to tae puh-liOwing to the large quantity of this report on the plan to establish a
not guilty. Her case was set for Oc- trade by the announcement that one
here. Tre report was crowded
material and lack of space in which to
utilities committee:
tober 28. Mrs. Porgone appeared in of the United States Steel's subsiResolution.
place it, we recommend that the cham- out today but will be printed in full
court carrying an infant girl and pre- diaries had decreased its working
it appears from the col- ber of commerce select some suitable
"Whereas,
will at once reveal
sented a rather pitiful spectacle. She forces on account of lack of business. umns of the New Mexican that Mr.
person having knowledge of minerals
is a Slavonian, speaks no English, and The market was depressed throughout
with Professor Jones In DR. DOUGLAS URGES
Hiram Phillips has rendered his re- to
artistic workmanmade her plea through an inter-- ! the morning. Prices were lowered 1
LAND LAW REVISION.
to the city council upon the wa- assorting, classifying and labeling the
port
to 2 points all around. Bonds were ter
preter.
ship and fabric
supply of the city of Santa Fe, and ores that should be retained in the
4
Joe Shaur, a burly citizen from easy.
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 22 The time
"Whereas, it further appears that Old Palace, the quantity to be from
goodness if made
Gallup, pleaded not guilty to the
The afternoon session was largely said
contains certain state-- one to two tons, and that the same has come for a revision of the land
charge of selling liquor to an Indian. given over to a series of price trivial mentsreport
expressly for you
and recommendations as to the be placed in glass cases on exhibition laws to bring them up to date, accord
Joe was told to .be ready for trial on nuctuations.
rue disappointing re
and alteration of the in one of the rooms of the Historical ing to Dr. Jas. Douglas of New York,
famous
by
October 27.
suits from yesterday's advance fos- enlargement
whose paper on public lands was read
case of the United States vs. tered occasional bear pressure, but present established plant for the wa- Society, and that Professor Jones he at
The
Chicago tailors,
today's session of the American
allowed to remove or cause to he
Jesus de la Torre and a number of the prevailing trend was upward. ter supply of the said city, and
so much of the remaining ores mining congress. Dr. Douglas assert"Whereas, tt further appears, that
others, charged with violation of the Many stocks ruled about midway beed that while the land laws were libfederal neutrality laws, was continued tween the lowest and yesterday's the city council has contracted to pay as he may wish to ship to the School
the said Phillips the sum of fifteen of Mines at Socorro, and that the bal- eral, it was only under such laws that
and will be heard In Santa Fe during close. Distillers securities rose 1
I
hundred dollars ($1500) for his ser- ance of the ores on hand be disposed the country could have developed.
the November term.
and the bonds 3
At the afternoon session of the
The market closed weak. Weakness vices in the preparation and submis- of at such price as can be obtained
Coffee
court George Gabaldon pleaded guilty In the final hour. In which the day's sion of said report, and that said re- therefor and that the proceeds there
Have us send them your measure and
to trespass on a national forest and lowest figures were reached, was caus- port docs not have attached to it. any of, be used in the purchased of suit- secure ultra-stylis- h
Arc yon taking life's
appearance, quality
was fined $25.
ed in part by the discouraging tone of evidence of a survey of the proposed able glass cases for the exhibition of
John and Joseph Deckert, father the steel trade organs, which support- new pipe lines and reservoir sites, nor the ores retained in Santa Fe.
and economy in your clothes.
that are right
lleasures
and son, of Deming, were each fined ed earlier pessimistic views of the adequate blue prints or other eviRespcetfully submitted,
S.
H.
Have yon
construction
dences
the
$100 and costs on their plea of guilty outlook. Pressure was
KAUNE,
elbow?
at your
concerning
largely directHundreds of new and desirable Autumn
GEO. W. PRICHARD,
setto the charge of attempting to sup- ed
against Steel, Reading and Union of the proposed new reservoir or
the keen and
J. H. SLOAN,
press or destroy evidence in a United Pacific, but the rest Of the list also tling basins, and that said report,
and Winter weaves await your inspecStates case. According to the evi- showed little resisting
Special Committee.
furthermore, does not contain data as
of a
and
healthful
power
enjoyment
tion and your selection now will unMr. Clancy suggested there may be
dence of the men, who are saloon crumbled
it now stands, which could be of any
easily.
coffee
were
of
to
in
fine
for
use
the plan
the future to the city of Santa some difficulties attached
keepers,
charged with refilling
cup
questionably proclaim your
a bottle of whiskey without destroyFe for the improvement and better- of disposing of the ores. Mr. Dorman
?
FRANK'S ATTORNEYS
breakfast
Better leave your measure today.
ing the government stamp. Believing
replied that the report was made by
ARGUE FOR NEW TRIAL. ment of Its water supply, and
that the evidence of their guilt, was
You want it to start the
"Whereas, it appears that the said a committee which had been named
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 22. Attorneys for
in the possession of Deputy Revenue Leo M.
Frank, sentenced to hang, for fee of fifteen hundred dollars ($1500) at the suggestion of former Governor
Collector, they searched that official's the murder of
13 ample and sufficient to obtain all Prince.
day; to lighten the fog
Mr. Sena suggested the re
Mary Phagan, today arroom and the younger man was
was
done.
This
as
be
a
such
of
said
port
information,
a
adopted.
part
new
motion
a
for
trial.
The
and brighten the sunshine.
gued
caught red handed in the act
Internal Revenue Office.
defense charges that before the trial, report, and that the said report should
some members of the Jury were pre-- have contained full and complete data
Schilling's Best in aroma-tigh- t
CATRON BLOCK,
Following a discussion of the InNot Write Bond.
cans, everfreBh; cleanly
judiced against Frank and that all in detail with respect to the water ternal revenue office's future location,
The Maryland Casualty company
of
"
granulated ; 40c a lb
u , avivictiiDC iill
supply of the city of Santa Fe, and A. J. Loomls, editor of the Eagle,
..11, uciivvi t,,.
lur
Baltimore, has advised Jacobo Chavez, court room.
I the betterment
of the same, in such stated that he had been Informed that
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